We prove that if G is a countable discrete group with property (T) over an infinite subgroup H < G which contains an infinite Abelian subgroup or is normal, then G has continuum many orbit inequivalent measure preserving a.e. free ergodic actions on a standard Borel probability space. Further, we obtain that the measure preserving a.e. free ergodic actions of such a G cannot be classified up to orbit equivalence be a reasonable assignment of countable structures as complete invariants. We also obtain a strengthening and a new proof of a nonclassification result of Foreman and Weiss for conjugacy of measure preserving ergodic, a.e. free actions of discrete countable groups.
§1. Introduction (A) Let G 1 and G 2 be discrete countable groups, acting by measure preserving transformations on standard Borel probability spaces (X, µ) and (Y, ν), respectively, and giving rise to orbit equivalence relations E G 1 and E G 2 . Recall that the actions of G 1 and G 2 are orbit equivalent if there is a measure preserving transformation T : X → Y such that
The notion of orbit equivalence was introduced by Dye in [6] , [7] , who proved that any two ergodic Z-actions are orbit equivalent. Through the work of Ornstein and Weiss [18] this was generalized to all countable amenable groups, and eventually the combined work of Connes, Weiss [5] , Schmidt [21] , and Hjorth [13] showed that this characterizes amenability: Any nonamenable discrete group has at least two non-orbit equivalent ergodic a.e. free measure preserving actions on a standard Borel probability space.
The subject of this paper is to prove the following (Theorem 2, §6):
Theorem. If G is a countable group with the relative property (T) over an infinite subgroup H G containing an infinite Abelian subgroup, then G has continuum many orbit inequivalent a.e. free measure preserving actions on a standard Borel probability space.
Such groups include well known examples such as the pair (SL 2 (Z) ⋉ Z 2 , Z 2 ), as well as any group with Property (T) containing an infinite abelian subgroup (such as SL n (Z) for n > 2), and groups that are formed by operations that preserve this property, such as free and direct products of arbitrary countable groups with a group with the relative property (T) over an infinite abelian subgroup.
There have in recent years been numerous examples of Theorems in this direction, all which may be thought of as attempts to establish a strong converse to Dye's theorem. Hjorth showed in [13] that if G is a discrete countably infinite group with property (T) outright, then G has continuum many orbit inequivalent ergodic, a.e. free measure preserving actions. Popa generalized this, showing that if G has the relative property (T) over an infinite normal subgroup then then same holds (see [19] ). We will obtain a new proof of this result (Theorem 4, §7) in this paper.
(B) In descriptive set theory, a theory of classification has emerged over the last two decades, centered around the notion of Borel reducibility: If X and Y are Polish spaces and E and F are equivalence relations on X and Y , respectively, we say that E is Borel reducible to F if there is a Borel f : X → Y such that (∀x, y ∈ X)xEy ⇐⇒ f (x)F f (y).
We write E ≤ B F if this is the case, and E < B F if E ≤ B F but not F ≤ B E. Considering E and F as (potentially interesting) classification problems among the points of X and Y , respectively, we can interpret the statement E ≤ B F as saying that the points of X are classified up to E equivalence by a Borel assignment of F -equivalence classes as complete invariants. Alternatively, we may think of E ≤ B F as an expression of the relative difficulty posed by the two classification problems. The reason that f is required to be Borel is to guarantee that the classification is reasonably "computable", avoiding the useless classifications offered by the axiom of choice.
The notion of Borel reducibility will allow us to state the Theorems of this paper in a much sharper way. We say that an equivalence relation E (on a Polish space X) is smooth or concretely classifiable if there is a Borel f : X → R such that (∀x, y ∈ X)xEy ⇐⇒ f (x) = f (y), that is, if there is a complete classification using real numbers as invariants. A pivotal example of a non-smooth equivalence relation is E 0 , defined on 2 N by xE 0 y ⇐⇒ (∃N)(∀n ≥ N)x(n) = y(n).
However, there are natural equivalence relations far beyond the complexity of E 0 . An important divide in the landscape of classification is the distinction between those equivalence relations that allow classification by countable structures, that is, allow a Borel assignment of invariants such as countable groups, graphs, trees, etc., considered up to the natural notion of isomorphism, as oppose to those that do not. (Precise definitions are given in §2 below.) Then we have the following sharper versions of Theorem 2 and 4:
Theorem 2 # and 4 # . Let G be a countable discrete group such that either (2 # ) G has the relative property (T) over a subgroup containing an infinite Abelian subgroup or (4 # ) has the relative property (T) over a normal, infinite subgroup. Then the measure preserving, a.e. free, ergodic action of G on a standard probability space cannot be classified up to orbit equivalence by a Borel assignment of countable structures as complete invariants, and moreover, orbit equivalence is strictly above E 0 in the ≤ B hierarchy.
It should be noted that by a result in [22] , which was based on the result of Popa in [19] , that in the case (4 # ) above it was known that the isomorphism relation for countable torsion free abelian groups ≃ TFA ℵ 0 is Borel reducible to orbit equivalence. Thus the above Theorem shows that it is in fact strictly above ≃ TFA ℵ 0 in the ≤ B -hierarchy. In fact, Theorem 2 # and 4 # rule out that any sort of cohomology groups as simple as those computed in [19] could give a complete classification of measure preserving ergodic actions up to orbit equivalence, for the kind of groups considered above.
We refer the reader to the introduction of [14] for further background on the very interesting subject of Borel reducibility and the descriptive set theory of classification problems.
(C) The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the method used by Hjorth in [13] , relating conjugacy of measure preserving actions to orbit equivalence. Recall that two measure preserving actions σ and τ of the group G on standard probability spaces (X, µ) and (Y, ν) are said to be conjugate if there is a measure preserving bijection T : X → Y such that
We will write σ ≃ τ . More generally, if H G we will say that σ and τ are
that is, if σ|H ≃ τ |H as H-actions. Recall also that the action σ is ergodic if any invariant measurable subset of X is either null or conull. More generally, we will say that the action σ is ergodic on H if σ|H is ergodic as a measure preserving action of H. In §5 of this paper we will show: Theorem 1. Suppose G is a countable discrete group and H < G is a subgroup containing an infinite abelian subgroup. Then G has continuum many a.e. free, measure preserving ergodic-on-H actions that are non-conjugate on H. In fact, the a.e. free, measure preserving ergodic-on-H actions of G cannot be classified up to conjugacy on H by countable structures and is above E 0 in the ≤ B hierarchy.
Adapting the technique used in [13] we obtain (Lemma 6.1) that if G has property (T) over H then at most countably many measure preserving ergodic-on-H actions of G that are not conjugate on H can give rise to the same orbit equivalence relation. Thus Theorem 2 (2 # ) will follow from Theorem 1. In §7 we show: Theorem 3. If G is a countable discrete group and H G an infinite subgroup which is not abelian by finite, then G has continuum many ergodic a.e. free measure preserving actions on a standard probability space that are not conjugate on H. In fact, the a.e. free, measure preserving ergodic actions of G cannot be classified up to conjugacy on H by countable structures and is above E 0 in the ≤ B hierarchy.
However, without further assumptions on the subgroup H we cannot prove that the actions in Theorem 3 are ergodic on H. Assuming that H is a normal subgroup, we can. Thus Theorem 4 # also follows from Lemma 6.1. (The normality requirement in Theorem 3 (and Theorem 4 # ) can be weakened a bit, see §7 for details.)
It should be noted that Theorems 1 and 3 combined may be seen as a kind of strengthening of the non-classification Theorem for conjugacy of measure preserving ergodic actions of a discrete group by Foreman and Weiss, [8] . However, the method used to prove Theorem 1 is completely different from that of [8] , where the notion of entropy is used to bootstrap the argument. But entropy is rather a useless invariant when considering actions restricted to an infinite index subgroup as it will in general be infinite (e.g., the entropy of the Bernoulli shift action of Z 2 on 2 Z 2 is log 2, but the entropy of the action of Z on 2 Z 2 is infinite.) We will instead use Gaussian shifts and spectral theory to distinguish the subgroup actions.
(D) Organization. The paper is divided into 7 sections. §2 introduces the necessary background on Borel reducibility notions. §3 gives a detailed (and reasonably elementary) introduction to Gaussian measures and shifts in a form suitable to what is needed later. §4 deals with the necessary background on representation theory, and it also introduces the notion of lifted spectral measure which is crucial to the considerations of §5. It is in §5 that the main argument of the paper is found, and this is where we prove Theorem 1. In §6 we prove Theorem 1 by adapting the rigidity technique of Hjorth from [13] . Theorems 3 and 4 are proved in §7.
(E) The author would like to thank Greg Hjorth for useful discussions about the ideas for this paper at an early stage while the author was visiting the Mathematics Department and Logic Center at UCLA, in July 2006. The author would also like to thank Alexander Kechris for making available his extensive new notes on measure preserving actions [16] , the appendices of which were indispensable for clearing up various details and vagaries of the basic theory.
Research for this paper was supported in part by the Danish Natural Science Research Council grant no. 272-06-0211. §2. Borel reducibility 2.1. Notation: Throughout this paper, if E is an equivalence relation on some set X and Y ⊆ X, we will write E Y for E|Y × Y .
Reducibility notions.
We first introduce two variant technical notions of Borel reducibility that will be of useful for us in this paper. Let X, Y be Polish spaces, and let E and F be equivalence relations on X and Y , respectively. Recall that we say that E is Borel reducible to F , written
If F ′ is another equivalence relation on Y and F ⊆ F ′ then it is natural to introduce the following stronger notion: We will say that E is Borel reducible to the pair (F,
A useful weaker reducibility notion is the following: We say that E is
and the induced mapf :
Classification by countable structures.
Recall that an equivalence relation E admits a classification by countable structures (or is classifiable by countable structures) if there is a countable language L such that E ≤ B ≃ Mod(L) , where ≃ Mod(L) is isomorphism for countable models of L (see [14] for details.) Let E be an equivalence relation on a Polish space X. We will say that E is generically turbulent if i) All E classes are meagre and ii) There is a Polish group G acting continuously on X such that the induced orbit equivalence relation E G ⊆ E and the action of G on X is generically turbulent in the sense of [14] .
Then it is immediate from [14] , 
Then E ⊆ E ′ and E ′ has countable index over E. Thus E ′ is generically turbulent. Since by definition E ′ ≤ B F it follows that E 0 ≤ B F and that F is not classifiable by countable structures. §3. Gaussian measures and shifts
In this section we give a reasonably detailed introduction to Gaussian measures and shifts. In particular, we will give a (relatively) elementary construction of how to turn an orthogonal representation into a measure preserving action. Readers familiar with the subject can skip the section entirely and refer back to it as needed. For further background readers may consult [9] pp. 90-92, the appendices of [16] , or the detailed treatment in [3] , and the references in these.
3.1.
Notation: If f : X → Y is a Borel function, X and Y Polish spaces and µ is a measure on X we will denote by f [µ] the pullback measure on Y , i.e. for Borel B ⊆ Y we define
Let ∆ be a countable set.
Recall that a measure µ on R ∆ is Gaussian if any real linear combination of projection functions p δ : R ∆ → R : p δ (x) = x(δ) has a Gaussian distribution, equivalently, for any finite F ⊆ ∆ the measure p F * µ on R F has an |F |-dimensional Gaussian distribution (here p F : R ∆ → R is the projection map.) In addition, we say that µ is centered if all p δ have a centered Gaussian distribution, i.e. has zero mean:
Recall also that for functions f, g ∈ L 2
is of course positive definite; it is of considerable interest that the converse also is true. We refer the reader to [9] p. 90-91 for a proof: that is, the covariance matrix of µ ϕ is ϕ.
(2) If G is a group acting on ∆ and ϕ is G-invariant then
3.4. In case 2 (and 3) above, we will call the action of G on (R ∆ , µ ϕ ) a Gaussian shift. A well known example arises from defining on a countable group G ϕ reg (g) = 1 if g = e 0 g = e.
Then ϕ reg is positive definite and ϕ reg corresponds to the regular representation of G on l 2 (G). The measure µ ϕreg is simply the product measure on R G of 1-dimensional normal Gaussian measures N(0, 1) and the resulting measure preserving action of G is the Bernoulli shift of R G .
3.5. Gaussian measures are of interest to us because they allow a particularly nice decomposition of the corresponding L 2 space (real or complex). Suppose µ is a centered Gaussian measure on R ∆ . We define F (r) 0 = 1R to be the subspace of real constant functions and define for n ∈ N
n is the closure of the R-span of n-fold products of the functions p δ . We then define inductively
n . Finally, we note that H (r) is commonly refered to as the 1st Wiener Chaos.
Recall that if G acts in a measure preserving way on a standard Borel probability space (X, µ), then the associated Koopman representation κ of G on L 2 (X, µ) is defined by
The following Theorem, which is due to Wiener and was later given a new proof by Itô, gives us the desired decomposition L 2 R (R ∆ , µ) (cf. appendices of [16] for details):
3.6. Theorem. (The Wiener-Itô decomposition.) (1) Let ∆ be a countable set and µ a centered Gaussian measure on R ∆ . Then
and
is weakly mixing.
Naturally there is also a complex version of this: If we define
n then the entire previous theorem is true if throughout we replace H
We now prove two crucial (and well known) facts, describing how orthogonal representations are turned into measure preserving actions using Gaussian shifts:
3.8. Lemma. Let G be a countable group and (π, X ) an orthogonal representation of G on a separable Hilbert space X . Then there is a countable set ∆ on which G acts and an invariant real positive definite function ϕ :
Proof. Let ∆ ⊆ X be a countable G-invariant set of unit vectors such that X = ∆ . Define
Then ϕ is positive definite and G-invariant. Let µ ϕ be the associated Gaussian probability measure on R ∆ . Then it clearly follows from the uniqueness part of the GNS Theorem that π ∼ κ H (r) 
implies that the the Gaussian shifts of G on R ∆ and R ∆ ′ are conjugate as measure preserving actions.
Proof. Denote by σ and σ ′ the Gaussian shifts on R ∆ . Let θ : H
Then for g ∈ G we have
so indeed θ * conjugates σ and σ ′ . We claim that θ * is measure preserving. For this, let µ * = θ * [µ] be the pull back measure on R ∆ ′ . Note then that µ * is a centered Gaussian measure since
, and all functions f ∈ H (r) 1 (µ) has a centered Gaussian distribution (cf. [3] ). Moreover,
so that µ * and µ ′ have the same covariance matrix. It follows by the uniqueness property of Gaussian measures that µ * = µ ′ , and so θ * is measure preserving. Finally, one easily verifies that
defines a measure preserving inverse of θ * , and this completes the proof. §4. Representation theory In this section we will prove some basic facts about induced representations that will be used later. For more background on unitary and orthogonal representation, the reader may consult the appendicies [16] or [2] . Here we will concentrate on unitary representations, though everything remains true for orthogonal representations modulo the appropriate changes. 4.1. Notation. We regard a unitary representation of a countable group G on a Hilbert space X as a homomorphism π : G → U(X ) of the group into the group of unitary operators on X . We will be working only with representations on separable Hilbert spaces. In this case the unitary representations of G on X form a Polish space Rep u (G, X ) when given the topology it inherits as a subspace of U(X ) G :
We will denote by Irr u (G, X ) the Polish subspace of irreducible representations of G on X . One similarly defines the spaces of orthogonal representations Rep o (G, X ) and Irr o (G, X ) when X is a real Hilbert space. Where it is implicitly clear from the context whether X is real or complex, or where the distinction has no importance, we will drop the subscripts u and o.
If H G is a subgroup and π ∈ Rep(G, X ) then we denote by π|H the representation of H that we get by restriction. Also, if V < X is a Ginvariant (closed) subspace, then we denote by π V the corresponding unitary representation of G on V .
Two unitary (resp. orthogonal) representations (π, X ) and (π ′ , X ′ ) of G are unitarily equivalent if there is an isomorphism T : X → X ′ such that for all g ∈ G and ξ ∈ X we have T (π(g)(ξ)) = π ′ (g)(T (ξ)).
The corresponding equivalence relation in Rep u (G, X ) is denoted ∼ u and is clearly induced by the conjugation action of U(X ) on Rep u (G, X ). When X is a real Hilbert space one similarly defines the notion of orthogonal equivalence in Rep o (G, X ) which we denote ∼ o . If it is clear from the context whether X is real or complex we will drop the subscripts u and o.
Induced representations.
Let G be a countable group, H < G a subgroup. Let π : H → U(X ) be a unitary (resp. ortohogonal) representation of H. Let
where gH∈G/H means the sum over all left cosets. The inner product on l 2 (G/H, X ) is the natural one:
We identify X with the set of f : G/H → X which are zero on all cosets except H. Let (g i ) be a complete set of left coset representatives. We define α :
Then
which verifies that π α is a unitary representation. One also verifies easily that up to isomorphism π α does not depend on the specific choice of coset representatives, and so we define the induced representation, denoted Ind G H (π), to be π α for some choice of coset representatives.
Positive definite functions.
Let G be a countable group and let H < G be a subgroup. If ϕ : H → K (K = R or C) is a positive definite function on H, we define the trivial extensionφ :
Then it may be easily verified thatφ is a positive definite function on G.
Induced representations and trivial extensions are closely related: Indeed, suppose H < G and π : H → U(X ) is a cyclic unitary (resp. π : H → O(X ) orthogonal) representation, and let ξ ∈ X be a generating vector. Let ϕ ξ be the corresponding positive definite function,
Let α be a cocycle defined as above corresponding to some choice of coset representatives for H < G, where the identity is chosen to represent H.
Identifying X with a subspace of l 2 (G/H, X ) as above, then the positive definite function corresponding to ξ in the representation π α of G is easily seen to be the trivial extension of ϕ ξ to G.
Recall that a unitary representation (π, X ) is weakly mixing if there are no π-invariant finite dimensional subspaces of X . We omit the proof of the following easy facts:
4.5. Abelian groups. We now recall the basics of unitary representations of abelian groups and their spectral theory. We then introduce a notion of lifted spectral measure, and obtain a basic Lemma relating spectral theory and induced representations which we will need later.
For the remainder of this section, A will always be a countable Abelian group. We denote byÂ the character group of A. Recall the following fundamental result:
Bochner's Theorem. If ϕ : A → C is a positive definite then there is a unique finite positive measure σ onÂ such that ϕ(g) = χ(g)dσ(χ).
( * )
Conversely, for every positive, finite measure σ onÂ, ( * ) defines a positive definite function on A.
In fact, for any positive, finite measure σ onÂ we get a representation π σ on L 2 (Â, σ) through
We note that if σ is symmetric, i.e. for all Borel B ⊆Â we have σ(B * ) = σ(B), then ϕ(g) = χ(g)dσ(χ) = χ(g) * dσ(χ) = ϕ(g) * so that ϕ is real valued. Now let (π, X ) be a unitary representation of A on a separable Hilbert space X . For h ∈ X let C(h) be the closure of the cyclic subspace generated by h, that is,
Let ϕ h be the positive definite function defined by h,
and let σ h be the corresponding measure onÂ as in Bochner's Theorem. We call σ h the spectral measure of the vector h. Then note that the constant 1 function in L 2 (Â, σ h ) (per definition) defines the same positive definite function, and so by the GNS construction (c.f. [2] , p. 226) we may find an isomorphism of the representations π σ h and π C(h) under which h gets mapped to the constant 1 function. If σ and τ are Borel measures on some Polish space X, we will write σ ≪ τ if σ is absolutely continuous with respect to τ , i.e. if for all Borel A ⊆ X we have that τ (A) = 0 =⇒ σ(A) = 0.
We will say that two measures σ, τ are absolutely equivalent, written σ ≈ τ , if σ ≪ τ and τ ≪ σ. Finally, we will write P (X) for the Polish space of probability measures on X, following [16] , 17.E. Let again (π, X ) be a unitary representation of A and let (e i ) be an orthonormal basis for X . We define the maximal spectral type of π to be the ≈-class of σ max
The maximal spectral type of π is uniquely determined up to absolute equivalence by π and is a unitary equivalence invariant. (In particular, it does not depend, up to absolute equivalence, on the specific orthonormal basis chosen above.) So it is not hard to see that for every h ∈ X we have that σ h ≪ σ max π ; and in fact there is a vector h ∈ X such that σ h ≈ σ max π , i.e. the maximal spectral type is realized by some h ∈ X . We note the following well known fact (c.f. Appendix of [20] for a proof): Let σ be a positive finite measure onĤ, and let τ :Ĥ → P (Â) : χ → τ χ be a Borel assignment of probability measures such that for all χ ∈Ĥ we have
Then we define the τ -lift of σ to be the measure σ τ onÂ defined by
Note that the lifting process respects absolute continuity:
The following fact about lifts is elementary but useful:
4.8. Lemma. With notation as above, suppose H ′ H be a subgroup.
Proof. We have
4.9. Haar lifts. A special instance of this construction arises as follows: Identify A/H with the set of characters χ ∈Â such that χ|H = 1, and let λ A/H be the (normalized) Haar measure on A/H. Then for χ ∈Ĥ define for
whereχ is some (any) extension of χ to a character onÂ. 2 Note that λ χ is independent of the choice of extensionχ since λ A/H is translation invariant. Then λ χ (P −1 H (χ)) = 1 and χ → λ χ is a Borel assignment of Borel probability measures onÂ. For a measure σ onĤ we call the lifted measure σ λ onÂ the Haar lift of σ, and denote it σ A H , with a purposely suggestive notation.
4.10.
Lemma. If σ is a finite positive measure onĤ and ϕ σ : H → C is the corresponding positive definite function, then σ A H is the spectral measure that corresponds to the trivial extension of ϕ σ .
whereχ is some (any) extension of χ to A.
Spectral theory and induced representations.
Let now G be a countable group and A < G an Abelian subgroup. Let (π, X ) be a unitary representation of A, and consider the induced representation Ind G A (π), construed as π α on l 2 (G/A, X ) with α : G × G/A → A corresponding to some choice of left coset representatives, (g i ). For ξ ∈ X we define ξ g i ∈ l 2 (G/A, X ) by
Note that ϕ i only depends on the coset, not on the choice of representative. We denote byφ i :Ĥ ′ i →Ĥ i the associated isomorphism of the character groups,φ i (χ) = χ • ϕ i . More generally, and in a slight abuse of notation, we will also denote byφ i the homomorphismÂ →Ĥ i defined byφ i (χ) = χ • ϕ i . If there is any danger of confusion, that latter will be writtenφ i • P H ′ i .
4.12.
Lemma. Let (π, X ) be a unitary representation of A on a separable Hilbert space X and suppose A G, where G is a countable group. Then if σ ξ is the spectral measure corresponding to ξ ∈ X then the spectral measure of ξ g i in the representation π α |A iŝ 
Thus the above shows that for any h ∈
4.13. Lemma. Suppose (π, X ) is a unitary representation of A on a separable Hilbert space X and that A is a subgroup of some countable discrete group G. If the maximal spectral type of π is σ, then the maximal spectral type of Ind G A (π)|A is σ max
Proof. As before, we identify Ind G A (π) with π α , defined on l 2 (G/H, X ). Let (e j ) be an orthonormal basis for X such that e 1 is a vector realizing the maximal spectral type of π. Then (e j g i ) j,i is an orthonormal basis for l 2 (G/H, X ) and so the maximal spectral type of Ind G A (π)|A is
where we've used Lemma 4.12 and the fact that the lifting process respects absolute continuity.
We finish this section with two well known facts regarding convolution products and tensor products of representations. For this, first recall that for measures µ, τ on a (reasonable topological or measurable) group (G, ·), the convolution measure µ * τ is defined for B ⊆ G by The following is certainly also a standard fact (cf. ?), but we include a proof for completeness: 4.15. Lemma. Let π, τ be unitary representations of a countable Abelian group A, and let σ max π and σ max τ be their respective maximal spectral types. Then the maximal spectral type of π ⊗ τ is σ max
Proof. Since the tensor product ⊗ is distributive, we may assume π and τ are cyclic. Then we may identify π with π σ max π on L 2 (Â, σ max π ) and τ with π σ max τ on L 2 (Â, σ max π ). Then π ⊗τ is isomorphic to the product representation 
It follows that the spectral measure of f is absolutely continuous with respect to σ max π * σ max τ , and since it is realized by taking f = 1 the constant 1 function, we're done.
Remark. It should be noted that the argument also shows that if π is a unitary representation of A, then the symmetric tensor product π ⊙ π has maximal spectral type σ max π * σ max π = (σ max π ) (2) . This follows since the constant 1 function belongs to the symmetric tensor product of the underlying spaces. §5. Conjugacy on a subgroup Let (X, µ) be a standard Borel probability space. We denote by Aut(X, µ) the group of measure preserving transformations on X, which we give the weak topology (c.f. [15] ). Further, if G is a countable group, we denote by A(G, X, µ) the set of homomorphisms of G to Aut(X, µ) equipped with the subspace topology it inherits from Aut(X, µ) G , and identify A(G, X, µ) with the space of measure preserving transformations. E(G, X, µ) and W(G, X, µ) denote the subsets of ergodic, respectively weakly mixing, measure preserving actions of G on X. We denote by A * (G, X, µ) ⊆ A(G, X, µ) subset of a.e. free actions, and we let
Aut(X, µ) acts on A(G, X, µ) by conjugation. We denote by ≃ the conjugation relation in A(G, X, µ).
If H is a subgroup of G, then we denote by E H (G, X, µ) the subset of σ ∈ E(G, X, µ) such that σ|H is ergodic as an action of H, that is, the ergodic on H m.p. actions of G as defined in the introduction. Similarly, we denote by W H (G, X, µ) the set of σ ∈ W(G, X, µ) such that σ|H is weakly mixing. Finally, we denote by ≃ H the equivalence relation in A(G, X, µ) of being conjugate on H: That is, for σ, τ ∈ A(G, X, µ) we write σ ≃ H τ iff there is T ∈ Aut(X, µ) such that on a measure one set we have
Finally, we define the corresponding sets of free actions E * H (G, X, µ) and W * H (G, X, µ) as before. Let X be a Polish space. We will denote by P (X) the Polish space of all Borel probability measures, c.f. [15] pp. 109. We also denote by P c (X) the subset of continuous (i.e. non atomic) probability measures. If X is uncountable then P c (X) is a dense G δ subset of P (X), cf. [17] . We also note that absolute equivalence ≈ is a Borel equivalence relation in P (X), c.f. [15] 17.39. In this section we will prove the following: The proof is presented in a sequence of lemmata. For the rest of this section, A G is a fixed infinite abelian subgroup of G, and G is a fixed countable group. We also fix once and for all a sequence (g i ) of coset representatives, and suppose that the identity is chosen to represent A.
5.1.
Let σ be a symmetric, finite and positive measure onÂ, so that the associated positive definite function ϕ σ is real valued. Letφ σ be the trivial extension of ϕ σ to G, and let µ σ = µφ σ be the associated Gaussian measure on R G . Denote by κ the Koopman representation on L 2 (R G , µ) associated with the shift action of G on R G . Then by the GNS construction we have that
is the 1st Wiener Chaos. It follows from Lemma 4.13 that the maximal spectral type κ H (c) 1 (µ) |A, which we denote by w σ , is given by
Lemma.
Let κ be the Koopman representation associated with the shift of G on R G equipped with the Gaussian measure µ σ , as defined above. Then the maximal spectral type of κ 0 |A is
Proof. It suffices to show that the maximal spectral type of κ H (c) n |A is
Recall that by the Wiener-Itô decomposition we have that κ H (c) n ∼ (κ H (c) 1 ) ⊙n , and so κ H (c) n |A ∼ (κ H (c) 1 ) ⊙n |A ∼ (κ H (c) 1 |A) ⊙n . Thus be the remark following Lemma 4.15, we have that the maximal spectral
and the convolution product is distributive, we're done.
5.3.
Definition. For a finite positive measure σ onÂ, define
so that the previous Lemma states that the maximal spectral type of κ 0 |A on L 2 0 (R G , µ σ ) is Φ σ . 5.4. The remainder of the argument now goes as follows: Using the formula computed in Lemma 5.2 we will show that if we choose the measure σ with support on a carefully chosen perfect subset ofÂ, then the Koopman representation κ|A on L 2 (R G , µ σ ) will be spectrally distinct for absolutely inequivalent choices of σ. This will then afford a Borel reduction of absolute equivalence for non-atomic Borel probability measures on a perfect Polish space (i.e. ≈ Pc(2 N ) ) into the relation of conjugacy on A for measure preserving ergodic actions of G. But by a Theorem by Kechris and Sofronidis ≈ Pc(2 N ) is generically turbulent, and we will be done.
Lemma. Let H < A be a finite subgroup. Then for any finite measure σ onĤ the Haar lift σ A
H is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on A.
Proof. First note that the Haar lift of the Haar measure onĤ is the Haar measure onÂ. Then since any finite positive measure on a finite group is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure it now follows from the fact that the lifting process preserves the relation ≪ that the lift of any finite positive measure onĤ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure. 5.6. Lemma. Let H < A be a subgroup of A with infinite index and suppose C ⊆Â is a Borel set such that for P H |C is 1-1. Then for any finite positive Borel measure σ onĤ and χ ∈Â it holds for the Haar lift that σ A H (χC) = 0. Proof. Note first that if P H |C is injective, then so is P H |χC. Indeed, if for η 1 , η 2 ∈ C and P H (χη 1 ) = P H (χη 2 ), then since P H is a homomorphism we have that P H (η 1 ) = P H (η 2 ), from which it follows that η 1 = η 2 , since P H |C is injective. Thus it suffices to prove the Lemma for C only.
We have that Proof. Using the previous Lemma and the definition of τ * σ A H we have that
For all i such that H i is infinite we have that P H i |C is 1-1, and for all i such that H ′ i is infinite we have that P H ′ i |C is 1-1. 2. For all χ 1 , . . . , χ k , χ k+1 ∈ C distinct and all H i 1 , . . . H in k with [A :
H i j ] < ∞ for all j = 1, . . . , k, and all s : {1, . . . , k} → {−1, 1} we have that k j=1 χ s(j) j
where
Moreover, for a measure σ onÂ we define the symmetrizationσ of σ bŷ 
5.10.
Lemma. Suppose C is a perfect sufficiently independent subset ofÂ such that λÂ(C) = 0, and let σ, τ be finite non-atomic positive Borel measures on C. Then σ ≈ τ implies Φσ ≈ Φτ .
Proof. Suppose B ⊆ C is a Borel set such that σ(B) > 0 and τ (B) = 0. Note that by definition σ ≪ Φσ, thus Φσ(B) > 0. For simplicity, we will write σ i forφ i [σ] A H i and τ i forφ i [τ ] A H i . We claim that Φτ (B) = 0. For this, it suffices to show that for all i 1 , . . . i n ∈ N we haveτ i 1 * · · · * τ in (B) = 0. If for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n we have that [A : H i k ] = ∞ and |H i k | = ∞ then it follows from Lemma 5.7 that τ i 1 * · · · * τ in (B) = 0.
Also, if |H i k | < ∞ for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n we have from Lemma 5.5 that
where the latter follows from the translation invariance of the Haar measure λÂ. Since we assumed λÂ(C) = 0 it follows that τ i 1 * · · · * τ in (B) = 0. 3 We use the notation n i=1 * µ i = µ 1 * · · · * µ n .
So without loss of generality, assume that [A : H i j ] < ∞ for all j = 1, . . . , n. Let
Then [A : H] < ∞, too. Thus P H is finite-to-1 and so P H (B) is Borel. We will show that P H [ n j=1 * τ i j ](P H (B)) = 0, from which it clearly follows thatτ i 1 * · · · * τ in (B) = 0.
By Lemma 4.14 we have that
Further, it follows from Lemma 4.
By definition then
It follows by repeated applications of Fubini's Theorem we may then find χ 1 , . . . , χ n ∈ C \ B distinct and s : {1, . . . , n} → {−1, 1} such that
for some η ∈ B. But this says precisely that n j=1 χ s(j) j
flatly contradicting that C is sufficiently independent. 
Proof. Let H = H (i 1 ,...,in) . By Kuratowski-Ulam's Theorem it is sufficient to show for each η ∈Â that the set
Then θ is a continuous homomorphism. In fact θ is onto since if χ ∈Ĥ then letχ ∈Â be a character extending Applying the Mycielski-Kuratowski Theorem, it follows from Claim 1 and 2 that there is a perfect set C ⊆Â such that for all i such that H i is infinite and j such that H ′ j is infinite and all χ, η ∈ C distinct that (χ, η) ∈ R H i and (χ, η) ∈ R H ′ j , and for all χ 1 , . . . , χ k+1 ∈ C distinct we have (χ 1 , . . . , χ k+1 ) ∈ Q (i 1 ,...,in) s
. Then this C is a perfect sufficiently independent set.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Theorem 5.1 in [17] , we have that ≈ Pc(2 N ) is a generically turbulent equivalence relation. Thus E 0 < B ≈ 2 N c and ≈ c is not classifiable by countable structures. Now let C ⊆Â be a perfect sufficiently independent subset, which assume has Haar measure 0. For each σ ∈ P c (C) let µ σ be the Gaussian measure on R G associated with the trivial extension of the positive definite function on A defined by ϕσ(g) = χ(g)dσ(χ).
Let κ σ be the associated Koopman representation for the shifting action of G on (R G , µ σ ), and κ σ 0 = (κ σ ) L 2 0 (R G ,µσ) . Note that (κ σ ) H (c) 1 (µσ ) ∼ Ind G A (πσ) and thus the maximal spectral type of (κ σ ) H (c) 1 (µσ) |A is Φσ. It follows by Lemma 5.9, Lemma 4.6 and Theorem 3.6 that the Gaussian shift on (R G , µ σ ) is weakly mixing on A.
Proof: Consider the (realified) orthogonal representations πσ R and πσ
. Thus it suffices to show thatπσ ∼πσ ′ . For this, let θ = dσ dσ ′ . Then Θ :
witness that πσ and πσ ′ are isomorphic as unitary representations. We claim that Θ maps V onto V ′ and witness thatπσ andπσ ′ are orthogonally equivalent. For this it suffices to show that Θ(1) = √ θ ∈ V ′ and Θ −1 (1) = 1 √ θ ∈ V . Sinceσ andσ ′ are symmetric, it must hold that θ(χ * ) = θ(χ) almost everywhere and so the same holds for √ θ. Since √ θ ∈ L 2 C (Â,σ ′ ) we can find complex numbers (a g ) g∈A such that √ θ(χ) = g∈A a g χ(g).
Re(a g )χ(g).
This shows that √ θ ∈ V ′ . Similarly one shows that 1/ √ θ ∈ V . Thus Θ is an isomorphism from V to V ′ , and it conjugatesπσ andπσ ′ .
It follows from the claim and Lemma 3.9 that the shift actions of G on (R G , µ σ ) and (R G , µ σ ′ ) are conjugate.
Suppose now that σ ≈ σ ′ and σ, σ ′ are continuous measures on C. Then by Lemma 5.2 the maximal spectral type of κ σ 0 |A is Φσ and the maximal spectral type of κ σ ′ 0 is Φσ′. Thus the shift action of A on (R G , µ σ ) and (R G , µ σ ) cannot be conjugate, since if they were then κ σ 0 |A ∼ κ 0 σ ′ |A would follow, contradicting Lemma 5. 10 .
Finally note that if the shift action of G on (R, µ σ ) is not a.e. free, then we may instead consider the product with the Bernoulli shift action on (R G , µ ϕreg ), where µ ϕreg is the product of standard N(0, 1) Gaussian probability measures. Then this action is free, and has the same spectral properties as the shift on (R, µ σ ).
Since the assignment P c (C) → P c (R G ) : σ → µ σ is continuous, it follows by a coding argument as in [22] that for any non-atomic Borel probability space (X, µ) we have that 
Since E is countable, [E] becomes a Polish group when given the uniform topology, which is induced by the metric Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let (Q, ε) be a Kazhdan pair for (G, H) such that any (Q, ε)-invariant unit vector is within 1 10 of an H-invariant vector. Let σ ∈ E H (G, X, µ) and denote by A σ the set of τ ∈ E H (G, X, µ) such that E τ ⊆ E σ (a.e.). We equip A σ with the topology it inherits as a subspace of [E σ ] G when [E σ ] is given the uniform topology. Note that A σ is separable.
We will show that conjugacy on H in A σ is an open equivalence relation. Then it follows by separability that A σ can only meet countably many ∼ H classes, from which the Theorem follows.
Let τ 1 , τ 2 ∈ A σ and suppose for all g ∈ Q that
We claim that τ 1 and τ 2 are conjugate on H. To see this, define a unitary representation π τ 1 ,τ 2 on L 2 (E, M) by
Denote by I the identity transformation. Then clearly π τ 1 ,τ 2 (g)(∆ I ) = ∆ τ 2 (g)τ 1 (g) −1 , and so for g ∈ Q we have from our assumption that
On the other hand, we must also have that µ({x ∈ X : (∃y 1 , y 2 )y 1 = y 2 ∧ f (x, y 1 ) > 1 2 ∧ f (x, y 2 ) > 1 2 }) < 1 4 .
It follows that the set A = {x ∈ X : (∃!y)f (x, y) > 1 2 } has µ(A) > 0. Since moreover f is H-invariant, A is τ 1 |H-invariant. Since τ 1 is ergodic in H we must have µ(A) = 1. Define ϕ(x) to be the unique y ∈ X such that f (x, y) > 1 2 . Then clearly ϕ ⊆ E σ . It is also clear from the above argument that ϕ is invertible, since τ 2 is ergodic on H. Thus ϕ is measure preserving.
From the H-invariance of f we now get that for h ∈ H, 1 2 < f (x, ϕ(x)) = π τ 1 ,τ 2 (h)(f )(x, ϕ(x)) = f (τ 1 (h) −1 (x), τ 2 (h) −1 (ϕ(x))).
Since ϕ(x) is the unique y where f (x, y) > 1/2 it follows that ϕ(τ 1 (h) −1 (x)) = τ 2 (h) −1 (ϕ(x)) for all h ∈ H. Thus ϕ witness that τ 1 and τ 2 are conjugate on H.
Proof. (The proof follows the idea in [23] , p. 110-111.) Let π be an irreducible unitary representation on X . Let π ′ = Ind G H (π) be the corresponding induced representation of G. Denote by H the underlying Hilbert space. Let H R be the corresponding real Hilbert space we get by restricting scalars to R and taking the real part of the inner product in H . Then π ′ is an orthogonal representation on H R , which we denote by π ′ R . It is easy to see that π ′ R is weakly mixing. By Lemma 3.8 we may find a countable set ∆ on which G acts and a Gaussian measure µ on R ∆ which is invariant under the induced shifting action of G, and such that κ H (r) 1 (µ) ∼ π ′ R . Denote this measure preserving action by σ π . Note that σ π is weakly mixing. Note also that κ H (r) 1 (µ) |H ∼ π ′ R |H. If π andπ are unitarily equivalent irreducible representations of H then σ π and σ π ′ are conjugate as measure preserving actions by Lemma 4.9. Hence π → σ π is a homomorphism of ∼ u to ≃. Clearly θ * is R-linear, and since θ * (iv) = 1 √ 2 (θ(iv) + iθ(−iiv)) = 1 √ 2 (θ(iv) + iθ(v)) = iθ * (v) it follows that θ * is C-linear. Further,
Finally,
Proof. By Theorem 3 and Lemma 6.1 it suffices to show that if (π, X ) is a weakly mixing unitary representation of H then Ind G H (π)|H is weakly mixing. We again identify Ind G H (π) with π α for some cocycle α as defined in §4, with coset representatives (g i ). Let f : G/H → X be a unit vector in l 2 (G/H, X ). We claim that π α (h)(f ) : h ∈ H is not finite dimensional.
For this, suppose f (gH) = 0 for some g = g i . Assume first that [H : g −1 Hg ∩H] < ∞. Since for h ∈ gHg −1 ∩H we have hg = gh ′ for some h ′ ∈ H we have α(h, gH) = g −1 hg for all h ∈ gHg −1 ∩ H. So for h ∈ gHg −1 ∩ H we get π α (h)(f )(gH) = π(α(h −1 , gH) −1 )(f (h −1 gH)) = π(g −1 hg)(f (gH)).
Let P gH : l 2 (G/H, X ) → X be the projection map P gH (f ) = f (gH).
Then the above shows that P gH ( π α (h)(f ) : h ∈ gHg −1 ∩ H ) = π(h)(P gH (f )) : h ∈ g −1 Hg ∩ H .
But the latter cannot be finite dimensional since that would contradict the Lemma 4.4, since we assumed that [H : g −1 Hg ∩ H] < ∞.
So we may assume that [H : g −1 Hg ∩ H] = ∞ for all cosets gH where f (gH) = 0. Suppose for a contradiction that π α (H)(f ) = π α (h)(f ) : h ∈ H is finite dimensional, and let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n be an orthonormal basis for it. If u ∈ π α (H)(f ) is a unit vector and u = a 1 ξ 1 + · · · + a n ξ n then P gH (u) ≤ |a 1 | P gH (ξ 1 ) + · · · + |a n | P gH (ξ n ) ≤ (|a 1 | + · · · + |a n |) max 1≤k≤n P gH (ξ k ) ≤ n max 1≤k≤n P gH (ξ k ) .
Let r = max i f (g i H) and let g i 0 be such that f (g i 0 H) = r. We have r > 0 since f is non-zero. Let ∆ = {g i : (∃k ≤ n) P g i H (ξ k ) ≥ r/n}.
Then ∆ is finite. It follows from the above that for g i / ∈ ∆ and unit vectors u ∈ π α (H)(f ) that P g i H (u) < r.
Now we must have that h → hg i 0 H ranges over infinitely many cosets: Indeed, if hg i 0 H = h ′ g i 0 H then we have hg i 0h = h ′ g i 0 for someh ∈ H and so h −1 h ′ = g i 0h g −1 i 0 . Thus h −1 h ′ ∈ g i 0 Hg −1 i 0 ∩ H. So if h, h ′ ∈ H are not in the same coset of H/(g i 0 Hg −1 i 0 ∩ H) then hg i 0 H = h ′ g i 0 H, which proves that h → hg i 0 H has infinite range since we assumed that [H : g −1 i 0 Hg i 0 ∩ H] = ∞, and this implies that [H : g i 0 Hg −1 i 0 ∩ H] = ∞. It follows that we can find h ∈ H such that hg i 0 H = g i H for all g i ∈ ∆. But now for this h we have π α (h)(f )(hg i 0 H) = π(α(h, hg i 0 ) −1 )(f (g i 0 H)) = f (g i 0 H) = r while by the above we also have π α (h)(f )(hg i 0 H) = P hg i 0 H (π α (h)(f )) < r, since π α (h)(f ) is a unit vector in π α (H)(f ) and hg i 0 / ∈ ∆.
